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In June 2020, Dr. Craig Considine, a Lecturer in the Department of Sociology at Rice University,
produced a video titled “Who Is the First Anti-Racist in Human History?” In this video Considine
identified Muhammad as that “First Anti-Racist.” Considine noted:
Arguably, Prophet Muhammad was the first person in human history to declare, in no uncertain
terms, that no person is above another by virtue of race or ethnicity. This declaration is
crystallized in one of the Prophet’s notable speeches: His Last Sermon, as it is known, which
was delivered on Mount Arafat in 632 A.D. In that sermon, the Prophet Muhammad
unequivocally condemned racism when he said: “All mankind is descended from Adam and Eve.
An Arab has no superiority over a non-Arab. And a non-Arab has no superiority over an Arab. A
white person has no superiority over a black person, nor a black person has any superiority over
a white person, except by piety and good action.”
Ever since then, Prophet Muhammad’s teachings on racial equality have inspired human beings
to strive for racial equality and justice for all.[1]
Considine’s video and its transcript, along with numerous other articles that include variations of
Muhammad’s statement about Arabs and non-Arabs, and whites and blacks, populate the
internet. And Muhammad is lauded as a man who was centuries ahead of his times in terms of
race relations.
Did Muhammad really make such a statement during his “Last Sermon”? Strangely, this
statement is not found in early classical works by authoritative Muslim scholars where the “Last
Sermon” is mentioned.[2] It is also not found in popular modern works where the “Last Sermon”
is mentioned; included with these modern works is The Sealed Nectar, which was awarded First
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Prize in 1979 by The Muslim World League (Mecca) in a worldwide competition for a new
biography of Muhammad.[3]
It is found in neither the six authoritative hadith collections nor in Al-Muwatta of Imam Malik ibn
Anas.[4]
It is found in only one hadith collection: Musnad Imam Ahmad Bin Hanbal, collected by Imam
Bin Hanbal (780-855 AD), the founder of the Hanbali School of Islamic Sacred Law. Only four of
the 15 volumes of the Musnad have been translated into English and these four do not mention
that particular statement of Muhammad. Consequently, I have relied on the following translation
of Muhammad’s statement as reportedly found in another part of the Musnad:
From Abi Nadrah al-Mundhir Ibn Malik Ibn Qut’ah…[Muhammad said] Indeed an Arab has no
excellence over a non-Arab, nor does a non-Arab have any excellence over an Arab, nor does a
white person have any excellence over a black one, nor does a black person have any
excellence over a white one, except through taqwa.[5]
It would appear that Muhammad was indeed a pioneer in the condemnation of racism,
especially between whites and blacks.
However, there is a problem here. There were numerous reports that Muhammad was
“white”;[6] and lest there would be any confusion about that matter, an early Muslim scholar
stated that anyone who claimed that Muhammad was black should be killed.[7]
And the white Muhammad owned black slaves. Muhammad:
Had a black slave boy named Mid’am.[8]
Had a black male slave camel driver named Anjasha.[9]
Had a black male slave as a doorman.[10]
Had black slave girls. One of these slave girls committed fornication and
Muhammad ordered that she be given 50 lashes after her postpartum bleeding had
ended.[11] And a black slave girl played a drum for Muhammad’s
entertainment.[12]
5. Used two of his black slaves to purchase another slave.[13]
1.
2.
3.
4.

So how can the white Muhammad be considered the “first anti-racist” when he owned black
slaves? How could he state that whites and blacks had no superiority over the other when he
was obviously superior to his black slaves?
The answer is found in the final part of Muhammad’s statement where he says that whites and
blacks have no superiority over each other “except through taqwa.”
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In looking at different versions of Muhammad’s statement, especially when it is quoted by nonMuslims, the word taqwa is often replaced by general phrases such as “piety and good action,”
and “personal piety and righteousness.”
However, the word taqwa has nothing to do with such ecumenical generalities. It rather means
obeying the Muslim god Allah:
The reality [haqiqa] of pious devotion [taqwa] is doing what Allah (Almighty and Glorious is He)
has commanded you to do, forsaking what He has forbidden you to do, and being patient with
His workings…His decrees of destiny…and all the rest of His trials and tribulations.[14]
It also means fearing Allah:
Taqwa is defined as fearing Allah when a person fears from Almighty Allah then he will not
commit sins. Taqwa incorporates consciousness and fear of Allah as well as piety. Piety is
basically righteousness that can be only obtained by the obedience of Almighty Allah and refrain
from His prohibitions… In Holy Quran and Sunnah Taqwa is define [sic] as the concept of
protecting oneself from the Hellfire by following the orders of Allah Almighty, by doing what He
(SWT) has commanded and by avoiding what He (SWT) has forbidden…[15]
Taqwa means fearing and acting on the commands of Allah,[16] and Muhammad spoke
frequently about the “taqwa of Allah.”[17]
Here it is important to emphasize that Allah, the god of Islam, is not the same as the God of
Christians and Jews. Consider this from a Muslim website:
But what the Muslim should use in his worship… and all other circumstances when referring to
Allah, may He be exalted and glorified, is the word “Allah” as it is, because that has become a
symbol for the Muslims and something that distinguishes them, and it helps to avoid any
confusion between what they mean and what others mean when they say “God” [my emphasis],
as others may sometimes be referring to Allah, but sometimes they may be referring to
something else…[18]
The Koran and the teachings of Muhammad make it abundantly clear that Allah is not the same
as the God of Christians and Jews.[19] And when Muslims refer to “believers” they are referring
only to Muslims; Christians and Jews in particular are not considered to be “believers.”[20]
So the word taqwa is used exclusively to refer to Allah, the god of Islam, and it is only the
worship and fear of Allah that determines excellence and superiority among people. As Dr. ‘Abd
al-Salam Ibn Burjis noted about Muhammad’s statement:
And in this hadith, excellence is confined to taqwa and it is negated in anything other than
taqwa.[21]
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This means that Muslims are inherently superior to non-Muslims.[22]
Conclusion
Muhammad’s statement is commonly understood as proclaiming that no person is superior to
another by virtue of race or ethnicity. But that is not what Muhammad said.
As we have seen, taqwa means following the commands of Allah, the god of Islam. So in reality,
Muhammad said that excellence/superiority is determined by one’s belief in, and adherence to
the commands of Allah. By virtue of that fact, Muslims are inherently superior to non-Muslims,
who by definition do not believe in the Muslim god Allah. Consequently, the white Muhammad
could have as many non-Muslim black slaves (and any other color of such slaves) as he
wanted.[23]
The significance of the word taqwa is also important to understanding Koran 49:13:
O mankind! We have created you from a male and a female, and made you into nations and
tribes that you may know one another. Verily, the most honourable of you with Allah is that
(believer) who has At-Taqwa. Verily, Allah is All-Knowing, Well-Acquainted.
This Koran verse is often used to support the claim that Islam teaches that people of various
countries and ethnicities are all equal and should learn to know each other and get along in
peace. In reality, the focus of 49:13 has nothing to do with different people being equal and
learning to live together in peace; this verse simply states that of all the people created, the
Muslims, who have taqwa, are the “most honourable” in the eyes of Allah.
So the use of the word taqwa means that in the above hadith Muhammad said nothing about
“racial equality and justice for all.” Muhammad simply pointed out that only fear and worship of
Allah were what determined excellence and superiority; those who did not have taqwa, nonMuslims, were by virtue of that fact no better than any other non-Muslim.
Muhammad was an “anti-racist” only in the fact that he divided all people into two, non-racial
categories; he said:
One is only a righteous believer [Muslim] or a doomed evildoer.[24]

Dr. Stephen M. Kirby is the author of six books about Islam. His latest book is Islamic
Doctrine versus the U.S. Constitution: The Dilemma for Muslim Public Officials.
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